Sanjiv Rai
Serial Entrepreneur and Innovator

Sanjiv Rai is an innovator and a serial entrepreneur. He is the Founder and Chairperson of ARE Technologies and has been honoured as
Young Global Leader of the World Economic Forum. After leading several multi-million commercialisations and leading NASA's Chandra
project which aims to set a communication infrastructure on the moon for permanent human inhabitancy, he returned to India with a social
calling. His initiatives AceWP Innovation Labs and BillionInnovators aim to unleash innovation in young minds.
"A renowned global expert on innovation"

In detail

Languages

Sanjiv has received several awards and honours, including Young

He presents in English. He has a reasonable understanding of

Global Leader by the World Economic Forum, Who's Who in the

cultural pretexts and linguistic differences having some degree of

World by Marquis, Top 100 Disruptive Innovators by Red Herring,

fluency in about 14 languages.

Top 10 Asian Techno visionaries by ZDNet and Top 10 Emerging
Stars by NASSCOM. Sanjiv graduated from University of Calcutta

Want to know more?

and shelved aside Engineering Doctorate at UCL in the pursuit of

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

innovation. He is an alumnus of the Harvard University. Sanjiv has

could bring to your event.

chaired several tech committees and is active in creating global
standards /leading initiatives at IEEE/ Computer Society/

How to book him?

Nanotechnology Council/GEOSS,ASQ-Electronics and

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

Communications / Nanotechnology committee and WEF.

What he offers you
Sanjiv's goal is to build companies and initiatives that create
happy stakeholders and create products that bring some
meaningful impact into other's lives. He is frequently invited to

Credentials
Listed in Marquis Who's Who
Named in Top 10 Emerging Stars by NASSCOM
Listed as Top 10 Asian Techno-visionaries by ZDNet

speak about innovation, design thinking, frugal innovation and

Top 100 Disruptive Innovators by Red Herring

culture of innovation and takes an active interest in learning about

Selected as Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum in the

diversity of talent across geographies. He promotes innovation

year 2012

and new venture creation as a way of life.

How he presents
His enlightening and well researched presentations are full of
examples and success stories. He encourages interactive
simulations, team games and role playing. Sanjiv is in great
demand at events around the globe.

Topics
Modern Technologies
The Impact of Innovative Technologies on Business
Future of Technologies
Innovation
Innovation Management and IP Creation
Entrepreneurship and Creating a Culture of Innovation
Global Leadership
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